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ABSTRACT

1

Interactive textbooks have great potential to increase student engagement with the course content which is critical to effective learning in computing education. Prior research on digital textbooks
and interactive visualizations contributes to our understanding
of student interactions with visualizations and modeling textbook
knowledge concepts. However, research investigating student usage
of interactive computing textbooks is still lacking. This study seeks
to fill this gap by modeling student engagement with a Jupyternotebook-based interactive textbook. Our findings suggest that
students’ active interactions with the presented interactive textbook, including changing, adding, and executing code in addition to
manipulating visualizations, are significantly stronger in predicting
student performance than conventional reading metrics. Our findings contribute to a deeper understanding of student interactions
with interactive textbooks and provide guidance on the effective
usage of said textbooks in computing education.

Computing educators have long shared the vision of an interactive
textbook platform that seamlessly integrates images, executable
code, visualizations, and assessment components. This can be attributed to the field’s emphasis on hands-on practice [1–4] and
requirement for students to constantly solve problems through programming. These tasks require students to bridge the intellectual
gap between the abstract concepts they learn in class and their
concrete implementations, [5, 6], a task with which novices in particular have difficulty [7, 8]. Presenting both abstract and concrete
information in a tightly integrated, interactive form is done with
the intent of allowing students to learn these relationships through
experimentation with interactive elements.
Though textbooks have long existed as a reliable learning resource it was not until recently that technologies mature enough
to support interactive textbooks emerged [9]. Tools such as computational notebooks make the integration of static and dynamic
elements seamless and streamline the process of creating such documents. A computational notebook is a document that can be read
like a regular book chapter and executed like a computer program
[10, 11]. The executable code can be used to generate a variety
of other elements, such as mathematical formulas, dynamic visualizations, multiple-choice questions, and code writing exercises.
Although computational notebooks themselves are far from new,
their adoption as platforms for educational content delivery is a
recent occurrence [12].
Much of the prior work on digital textbooks and interactive
visualizations are relevant to investigations on interactive computing textbooks. Some notable points of focus include comparing
the mediums of textbooks (e.g digital vs paper), modeling textbook knowledge concepts, modeling student reading patterns, and
investigating student engagement with interactive visualizations
[5, 6, 13–16]. These efforts contribute to our understanding of how
to build adaptive learning modules, promote personalized learning,
and examine techniques that model student reading. The research
on student engagement with visualizations laid the foundation for
investigating student engagement with interactive learning elements in the context of computing education [1].
Despite the contributions of prior studies, research that investigates student usage of interactive computing textbooks is still
lacking. Prior studies on digital textbooks were typically agnostic to discipline when modeling student reading behaviors which
did not account for the hands-on nature of computing education
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[15, 17]. Previous investigations into interactive textbooks failed to
engage in a fine-grained analysis of student interactions and their
relationship with student learning outcomes [18, 19].
This study seeks to fill this gap by modeling student engagement
with an interactive textbook that allows students to fully engage
with and modify all interactive and static components. The results
of this study contribute to a deeper understanding of (1) how students engage with interactive textbooks through reading and rich
interactions, and (2) how students perceive the functionalities of
interactive computing textbooks. Our findings shed light on how
students engage with a fully interactive textbook, as well as inform
computing educators of the effective usage of interactive computing
textbooks.

Rößling’s engagement taxonomy, Sorva’s "Two Dimensional
Engagement Taxonomy" and Myller’s "Extended Engagement Taxonomy" have been notable extensions to Naps’s each of which
introduced more granularity and more focus on the direct studentvisualization interactions that take place [29, 32, 33]. Myller’s noteably distinguished between direct engagement and content ownership. The former is concerned with the level of interaction between
the user and the visualization, with the latter focusing on the relationship between the student and the code that produces the
visualization.
As interaction technology advances, researchers tend to differentiate student interactions with visualizations at different levels.
This relates to the idea that the acts of modification and creation
indicate a higher order conceptual understanding of the curriculum.
The implication being that, the greater the agency of students to
manifest their ideas through a given learning material, the greater
their ability will be to leverage that material for learning.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Early Digital Textbooks
Early studies on digital textbooks focused on comparing the impacts of different mediums of textbooks (digital vs paper) on student learning [20, 21]. Findings showed that, regardless of medium,
reading textbooks have been found to have positive impacts on
student academic success [13, 20, 22–24]. Modeling reading patterns makes it possible to understand student reading behavior,
which contributes to identifying gaps in student knowledge and
recommending appropriate learning resources.
Research on modeling knowledge components in textbooks and
student reading behaviors mainly focused on data that are relevant to passive reading, such as reading speed, jumping to the next
page, and annotations [17]. However, reading speed as a metric
for modeling reading has been found to have a weak relationship
with student performance suggesting it may not be an accurate
measure of learning [15]. Additionally, digital textbooks are becoming increasingly interactive, allowing a variety of heterogeneous
activities such as quizzes, dynamic visualizations, and even problemsolving activities. These interactive activities are becomming an
integral componenet of digital textbooks in many disciplines, such
as computing education.

2.2

2.3

Students and Interactive Textbooks

Table 1: Interactive Textbook Platforms and their Features

Fully Modifiable
Notes
Visualizations
Slides
Animations
Practice Sets
Code Sandbox
Videos
Quizzes
Open Access

Jupyter
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

OpenDSA
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

zyBooks
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

Runestone
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

There have been multiple successful attempts to create an interactive textbook. These include popular web-native, open-source
options such as Virginia Tech’s OpenDSA project, and Runestone
Interactive, in addition to paid solutions such as Wiley’s zyBooks.
Studies of these platforms show that students overwhelmingly
prefer them to traditional textbooks [34, 35]. Additionally, students
are more likely to engage with visualizations and interactive elements over static text [36] and that these elements lead to increased
motivation [37].
Interactive textbooks have also been shown to have a substantial impact on student performance. In a multi-institutional study,
Edgecomb et al. noted a significant performance increase in classes
that switched to zyBooks, particularly within the classes’ lower
quartile [18]. McKinny et al. corroborated these findings in addition to finding a significant increase in the pass rate compared to
previous terms (78% -> 91%) [19].
Though there are instances of Jupyter Notebook being used to
deliver course content in AI education [12] there are no studies,
insofar as we are aware, of notebook usage in introductory computing education. Though existing interactive textbooks provide a
significant number of features, they lack the extensibility of Jupyter

Interactive Visualization in Computing
Education

Computer-based dynamic visualization as a medium for teaching
has enjoyed a long history in computing and general STEM education with the earliest examples dating back to the 1980s [25, 26].
Interactive visualizations still enjoy wide popularity in computing
education today as a method of providing a concrete, visual representation of otherwise abstract concepts [6]. They have also been
shown to have positive effects on students in terms of performance,
motivation, and engagement [27–29].
Researchers have sought to understand how students interact
with visualizations systematically. Naps et al. [30] adapted the
Bloom’s Taxonomy [31] and defined an engagement taxonomy
(ET) consisting of 5 levels: (1) No viewing - visualization is not used,
(2) Viewing - visualization is watched, (3) Responding - questions
related to visualization are answered, (4) Changing - different input
data is provided by the learner to change visualization from its
original state, (5) Constructing - students build a visualization, and
(6) Presenting - students write or talk about visualizations.
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Figure 1: Various interactive components in one book chapter from the used textbook.
Notebook and limit how students can modify content and experiment within them (Table 1).
Overall, despite the contributions of prior studies, research that
investigate student usage of interactive computing textbooks is
still lacking. Work on digital textbooks were typically agnostic to
disciplines in terms of modeling student reading behaviors, which
did not account for the hands-on nature of computing education
[15, 17]. Prior studies on students’ interactions with interactive
textbooks did not investigate, on a fine grained level, students’ interactions with integrated static and visual components [18, 19].
To fill the gaps, we seek to investigate (1) CS student interaction
with various components of a tested interactive textbook, (2) the
relationship between such interactions and student academic performance, as well as (3) student learning experience of using such
an interactive textbook.

Additionally, each topic is supported by a set of relevant practice
coding questions (see Figure 1).
Students were required to read a specific chapter from a Jupyternotebook-based textbook before and after each lecture. During
the lecture, the same knowledge on a more fine-grained level was
delivered, discussed, and practiced. Additionally, students were
encouraged to use the textbook for quick code testing and notetaking during lectures.

3.3

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
3.1 Research questions
The research questions that guided this study include:
• RQ1: To what extent do students engage with the interactive
textbooks?
• RQ2: To what extent does student engagement with interactive computing textbooks predict student performance?
• RQ3: What are student attitudes towards using interactive
computing textbooks for learning?

3.2

Measurements and Data Collection

In answering RQ1 and RQ2 we must first define our measurements
for student performance and student engagement. Students’ conceptual understanding was measured through two, paper-based exams
with their ability to problem-solve and implement solutions to being
measured by programming assignments. Six complex programming
assignments were given throughout the course to measure students’
implementation abilities.
To measure student engagement we employed the use of Rößling’s
[33] adaptation of Naps’ taxonomy [30]. This includes three levels
of engagement: (1) Viewing - Reading Through the provided static
text and static graphics, (2) Responding - responding to informal
assessments (e.g. quizzes, coding problems), and (3) Changing manipulating the dynamic visualization by updating the code (e.g.
changing algorithm parameters) or creating a new visualization.
Guided by this engagement taxonomy, we collected the following
three data sets corresponding to the three levels of engagement:

Experimental Design
• Reading time: The amount of time a student has a notebook
open in their browser and can spend reading or referencing
it.
• Response Frequency: The number of times students executed cells containing the provided code, quizzes, and coding
problems per chapter.
• Change Frequency: The number of times students manipulated the provided visualization and creating new code
cells for different purposes beyond responding to the given
questions per chapter.

We conducted an in-class experiment in an introductory programming course that enrolled eighty students at a large university in
the North American Pacific Northwest. Jupyter-notebook-based
textbooks tailored to the course were deployed to JupyterHub to
support online access and Travis-CI was used to support unit testing
for the embedded practice problems. The textbook was organized by
chapters of topics (e.g. stack, and queue, binary trees) and each chapter is represented as a Jupyter-notebook file, which interweaves
static tests, images, and interactive code along with dynamic visualizations and images that are generated from executable code [12].
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Table 2: The correlation relations among reading time, frequency of responses, and frequency of changes.

Demographic and course history data was collected through
surveys to account for the influence of individual differences in
outcomes.
To address RQ3, we surveyed all participating students using
three open-ended questions:
• How did you use the Jupyter-notebook-based textbook?
• What do you like about the Jupyter-notebook-based textbook?
• What do you dislike about the Jupyter-notebook-based textbook?

RT
RF
CF

Reading Time
(RT)
1.00
0.25
0.36*

Response Frequency
(RF)
1.00
0.68**

Change Frequency
(CF)
1.00

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

reading time and interactions, those differences that do exist may
indicate reading time alone does not give a full representation of
student engagement with the textbooks.

4 RESULTS
4.1 RQ1: To what extent do students engage
with the interactive textbooks?

4.2

Tracking showed that students, on average, spent 4.12 hours with
the provided textbook open per week (reading time), responding to
embedded quizzes or code writing questions for 6.16 times per week
(response frequency), and changing and executing visualization code
or write unrequired code for 5.94 times per week (change frequency)
(see Figure 2).

RQ2: To what extent does student
engagement with interactive textbooks
predict student performance?

To understand the predictive power of student engagement with interactive textbooks on their performance, we conducted blockwise
regression on two sets of factors. The first set of factors were control
factors, including the demographics of students (gender and race)
and the number of CS courses students have taken in high school
and college before taking the current course. Given the lack of
standardization that exists within high-school CS curriculum (and
possibly community college), we used only the counts of courses
in our analysis. The control factors explained 6.1% of the variance
of student performance (𝑅 2 = 0.06, p > 0.01). The predictive power
of control factors is presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Multiple regression analysis on student performance using control factors.

Student Performance
Control Factors:
Gender
Race
CS courses before college
CS courses during college

Figure 2: The trend of tracked reading time, response frequency, and change frequency.

𝑅2
0.06

𝑅 2 adj.
0.01

F
1.29

𝛽

t

-0.54
0.08
-0.10
0.04

-1.76
0.60
-0.70
0.30

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

The second set of factors was the focus of this study, including reading time, response frequency, and change frequency. When
reading time was added as the only factor in the focus block to the
regression model, the variance explained by all factors for student
performance increased to 10.0% (𝑅 2 = 0.10, p > 0.05). There was no
significant difference (F=2.46, p > 0.05) between this new model
(see Table 4) and the one reported in Table 3.
No or little multicollinearity is an important assumption of regression analysis. Given the strong correlations between response
frequency and change frequency, we could not directly add both of
them to the model. As a result, we performed Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to extract a single factor from the two. The KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO) measure and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were
applied to verify the validity of PCA. The sampling adequacy was
verified for both factors, with all KMO values bigger than 0.5. The

As is shown in Figure 2, students tended to spend more time
on reading the textbook and interacting with the textbook more
frequently when the course progressed towards more complicated
topics. The two types of tracked interactions, response frequency
and change frequency, seem to have a consistent pattern over time.
Although the tracked reading time seemed to follow the general
trend, there was a notable difference between its pattern and the
patterns of the two types of interactions.
To further understand the relationships between reading time
and other interactions we performed Pearson’s correlation analysis
on the three tracked data. response frequency and change frequency
showed a high degree of correlation (r=0.68, p<0.01) with reading
time being correlated with change frequency to a limited extent (Table 2). Though this finding demonstrates some consistency between
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Table 4: Multiple regression analysis on student performance using control factors and reading time.

Student performance
Control factors:
Gender
Race
CS courses before college
CS courses during college
Focus:
Reading time

𝑅2
0.10

𝑅 2 adj.
0.03

F
1.55

𝛽

t

-0.49
0.08
-0.08
0.05

-1.61
0.68
-0.61
0.34

0.19

1.57

Table 6: The finalized coding scheme for analyzing student
responses to our survey questions.
Questions

Categories

Q1

Previewing

Revieweing
Practicing

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

results of Bartlett’s test of sphericity were significant, indicating
that correlations between items were sufficiently large for both
factors. We named the extracted single factor interaction.
When the interaction factor was added as the second factor of
the focus block to the model, the variance explained by all factors
for student performance increased to 42.0% (𝑅 2 = 0.42, p < 0.05).
Analysis of variance was used to compare this model (see Table 5)
and the one reported in Table 4, and found a significant difference
(F=40.71, p < 0.01) between the two models.

Student performance
Control factors:
Gender
Race
CS courses before college
CS courses during college
Focus:
Reading time
Interaction

𝑅 2 adj.
0.37

F
8.77

𝛽

t

-0.46
0.03
-0.08
-0.04

-1.90
0.29
-0.76
-0.35

0.03
0.54**

0.38
6.38

Q3

Functionality

k
0.79

0.88

0.85

noting that many students mentioned that they achieve such goals
by actively interacting with the textbook, such as "stepping through
the provided code", "playing with the actual code", and "trying out
my ideas through code".
The second question was "What do you like about the JupyterNotebook-based textbook?". Students uniformly expressed their
enjoyment of the seamless combination of code, text, and visualization provided by computation notebooks. Student A said "I love how
versatile the textbook is. You can read the explanation, and try out
the corresponding Java code, see the results without even compiling
the code.". Student B responded "I like how straightforward it makes
the time complexity for me to understand. It is just like a secondary
less with actual code.".
From the third question, "What do you dislike about the
Jupyter-Notebook-based text-book?", we found two major themes.
The first regarding the functionality of the notebooks and the second relating to the efficiency of its configuration. Student C stated
that "I have to run all the (code) cells manually so I can run the cell
that I really wish to. It’s so tedious". This was said in spite of the fact
that, though cells are interdependent, they need not be executed
one at a time. Jupyter Notebooks allow for the sequential execution
of multiple cells through multiple selection or shortcuts accessible
through the toolbar. This statement indicates that students may
have had a limited understanding of the notebook and its available
functionality. Student D commented that "The limited error message
makes coding in Jupyter Notebook difficult.". Though Jupyter Notebooks provide some error messages, they lack the level of detail
that is commonplace in most modern IDEs. This may provide an
additional barrier to students learning the already difficult task of
debugging.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

4.3

Integration

Efficiency

Table 5: Multiple regression analysis on student performance
using control factors and two focus factors.
𝑅2
0.42

Q2

Code
1. read before class
2. code before class
3. practice before class
1. read during lectures
2. notes during lectures
3. code during lectures
1. practice before class
2. practice after class
1. execute code
2. visualization
3. write code
4. manipulate visualization
1. navigation
2. code execution
3. manipulate visualization
4. error messages
1. navigation difficulty
2. code execution difficulty
3. visualization interaction
difficulty
4. debugging difficulty

RQ3: What are student attitudes towards
using interactive textbooks for learning?

To understand student attitudes towards using an interactive textbook, two raters (a trained undergraduate student and an experienced computing education researcher) iteratively categorized
the answers to each survey question into major themes using an
inductive analysis approach [38]. The average inter-rater reliability
(Cohen’s Kappa) across the three questions was 0.84. The finalized
coding scheme and individual question’s coding reliability are presented in Table 6. For the differences between the categorization
of the same response to a question, the two raters would further
discuss with each other and make a final decision collectively.
In answering the first question, "How did you use the JupyterNotebook-based textbook?", all students expressed their usage
was similar to how they would use a traditional digital textbook.
They previewed and reviewed knowledge present in lectures in
addition to attempting the embedded daily practices. It is worth
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Student Engagement

Jupyter Notebooks as a challenge for them to smoothly use the
provided textbook. The limited debugging functionality, in combination with the lack of line numbers in code cells, adds unnecessary
difficulty to the already arduous task of debugging. Computational
notebooks have great potential to be an excellent tool for creating
interactive textbooks in fields such as computer and data science.
The inclusion of a more powerful suite of debugging tools may
better fulfill this purpose.
Another challenge faced by the participating students was their
lack of familiarity with Jupyter Notebooks despite ten weeks of continuous usage. Some students indicated that they had to manually
execute each code cell sequentially and expressed frustration over
the seemingly tedious process. This process can actually be fully
automated by clicking a button on the navigation bar of a notebook
page. This finding indicates that instructors may not assume that
computational notebooks are sufficiently intuitive to students. Instead, instructors should consider providing an in-depth overview
of the computational notebooks at the beginning of the course so
that students can use Jupyter-notebook-based textbooks to their
full capabilities.

We highlight two findings of our study in terms of RQ1 and RQ2:
(1) The weak correlation between reading time and interactions
suggests a difference in interaction patterns.
(2) Student interactions with the textbook have stronger predictive power than reading. This is evidenced by the comparison
between the interaction and reading time factors in predicting student performance.
These findings are each in alignment with prior studies of student interactions with visualization. A meta-study by Hundhausen
et al. [27] found that how students use visualization, rather than
what they see, has the greatest impact on education effectiveness.
The findings of this study, in the context of interactive textbooks,
support this emphasis on student active engagement. After all, interactive technology is effective only when it is used to actively
engage students [1, 28, 30, 39, 40]. However, it is worth noting that
the capability of Jupyter-notebook-based textbooks substantially
goes beyond algorithm visualization as well as that of most interactive textbooks (See 1). In the environment of Jupyter-notebookbased textbooks, students can manipulate the provided code that
generates visualizations, write their own code for exploration or
problem-solving, and see immediate results. These two findings
provide supportive evidence for extending the "Taxonomy of Student
Engagement with Visualizations" [30, 33] to account for the various
types of engagement in the environment of digital notebooks.
The findings of this study also shed light on the use of reading
time as a metric of engagement. Reading time is a conventional
measurement of engagement that is associated with student learning and has had an influence on data tracking for digital textbooks
[41, 42]. However, given the inconsistency between active interactions and reading time combined with the weak predictive power
of reading time on student performance, reading time may not be
the best measure of student engagement. Analysis of plots showing interactions over time (See Figure 2) and blockwise regression
suggest that student interactions with the textbook are a greater
predictor of student performance compared to reading time.

5.2

6

LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

The first and most critical limitation of this study is our operationalization of reading time. This study tracked the active time
of a browser tab with an open book chapter and assumed that the
tracked time is student reading time. Although this is a common
practice in tracking student reading activity there is evidence it may
not be an accurate reflection of student reading time [15]. Future
studies may consider exploring new approaches to reading time
tracking, such as using periodical prompts that ask users to indicate
ongoing reading activities.
Additionally, this study was implemented in a course that was
particularly well suited for interactive textbooks and visualizations.
The class employed a flipped teaching approach which gives students particularly strong incentives for actively engaging with the
textbooks. Classes that employ different pedagogical practices or
are not tightly integrated with textbook material may experience
different results. Future studies may consider replicating this study
on a larger scale and investigating the factors that contribute to
student engagement with interactive textbooks and how these are
related to the environment in which they are presented [44].

Students’ perception of interactive
textbooks

Jupyter-notebook-based textbooks provide an environment that
integrates text, example code, visualizations, and interactive widgets. This integrated environment empowers students to (1) step
through text and example code, (2) manipulate visualization, and
(3) test their ideas through executable code. This integrated environment provides students with a degree of engagement that
paper-based textbooks can not afford and was universally preferred
by the majority of participants in this study.
Despite these advantages, it is worth noting that Jupyter Notebook was originally designed for professionals to conduct data
analysis exploration and document and share the analysis process,
rather than developing and hosting digital textbooks [43]. As a
result, some features that are acceptable to professionals may be
difficult for novice learners in computer science. Many participating students pointed out the limited functionality of debugging in

7

CONCLUSIONS

This study explored modeling student engagement with an interactive digital computing textbook. We found that the pattern of active
interaction did not align with that of reading time. We also found
that active interaction was significantly more effective than reading time in predicting student performance. Additionally, students’
feedback on using interactive textbooks shed light on the effective
practice of adopting computational notebooks in educational contexts and showed potential functionality improvements for using
computational notebooks as interactive textbook platforms. The
results of this study contribute to a deeper understanding of student
interactions with computational notebook based digital textbooks
and provide guidance on the effective usage of such textbooks.
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